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Monkeying Around 
Mechameir on Shabbos 

“Yehoshua I am so proud of you. You are 

learning extremely well. If you had more exercise 

you would be able to learn with a lot more energy. 

Here, take this basketball that I got as a child. It was 

signed by a famous professional basketball player. 

Remember, it is worth a lot of money, 

so be very careful with it” Rabbi Berger 

commented to his eldest son.  

“Tatty, when should I play? I have 

Chavrusas all week long,” responded 

Yehoshua. 

“How about once a week on Friday 

afternoons?” suggested Rabbi Berger. 

“Perfect, I can play at 1:00 after 

seder is over,” exclaimed Yehoshua 

happily. 

“Who will he play with?  He doesn’t 

get out that often and he's not that 

athletic. Maybe he will be embarrassed 

to play with his friends,” pondered Rabbi Berger. 

“I have a plan,” Rabbi Berger perked up. He 

picked up the phone to call his good friend Velvel 

the Vet. “Is it possible to train an animal to play 

basketball?” asked Rabbi Berger. 

“Sure, it can be done. I will have it delivered to 

you by next Friday morning” answered Velvel. 

The whole Berger family watched, with eager 

anticipation, as the FedEx truck rolled down the 

street. A huge box was dropped off at the front of 

the house. 

Rabbi Berger took out his razorblade and cut it 

open. A gorilla dressed in a jersey, shorts and 

sneakers popped out of the box, ready to play.   

After yeshiva was over, Yehoshua came directly 

home. He ate a quick lunch and ran off to play 

basketball. He chose a park that was some distance 

away from his neighborhood. Yehoshua was having 

a lot of fun with his new chavrusa. 

As candle lighting approached Mrs. 

Berger noted the absence of her eldest 

son. 

“Where are Yehoshua and the ape? 

It is almost Shabbos,” asked a worried 

Mrs. Berger.  

"I'm sure he's okay. He probably 

took his suit with him to the mikvah so 

that he can shower and get dressed 

there. I'm sure we'll meet up with him 

in shul," Rabbi Berger reassured his 

anxious wife.  

Surprisingly, Rabbi Berger and his 

other three sons did not spot Yehoshua 

in shul Shabbos evening. On the way home, Yossi 

and Baruch were walking ahead as usual, when 

suddenly a very strange sight befell their eyes. Up in 

front of them, they saw to their shock, Yehoshua 

appeared to be playing basketball. He was standing 

outside the yard of their good friends, the 

Grockners, when they witnessed him throwing the 

ball into the yard followed by the swish of the net 

as the basketball met its target.  

"Something's not quite right about this picture. 

Our chashuve brother would never ever play ball on 

Shabbos and certainly not transgress the Melacha 

of Carrying. We must be missing information. Let's 

go back and tell Tatty what we saw. I'm sure he'll be 

able to help solve this mystery.”  
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“There must be a method to this madness,” 

Rabbi Berger said, though he couldn't be sure as of 

yet, just what that method might be.  

One left his house with an animal long before 

sundown, while carrying an expensive object. He 

originally assumed he had enough time to bring it 

back before Shabbos started, but he was mistaken 

(Shulchon Aruch 266:8, Biur Halachah on Shulchon 

Aruch 266:12 s.v. “d’hu hadin”). 

  

Since there is a loss of money if he leaves the 

object it in the public area we are worried he may 

panic and come to carry it. Therefore the rabbonon 

allow him to bring the object home by putting it on 

the animal (Aruch Hashulchon 266:18).  

This permission of having the animal carry your 

object is only granted until the object arrives at the 

first available protected area even if it is not your 

property (Shulchon Aruch Harav Kuntris Acharon 

266:9 and Aruch Hashulchon 266:21 bringing proof 

from the Rambam Zmanim:Shabbos 21:10). 

However, having the animal do a Melachah with 

you, by telling the animal to walk while carrying 

your object, is prohibited as of the Melachah of 

Mechameir (Mishnah Brurah 266:7). Mechameir is 

only accomplished if a full Melachah was done by 

the animal, which includes both an akirah and 

hanachah. However if you put the object on the 

animal after it started walking and then remove it 

before the animal stops walking, the animal didn’t 

perform an akirah or hanachah. The owner of the 

object didn’t transgress the Melachah of mechmeir 

(Shulchon Aruch 266:2).  

Before you enter the yard, you take off the 

object from the animal while it is still walking. If the 

animal would stop, the object would have a 

hanachah. Then, with his back facing the yard, 

using his shoulder, he throws the object into the 

yard. This creates a shinui in his throwing, so that 

his hotza’ah would not be d’orayso. The Rabbonon 

prohibited hotza’ah with a shinui, except in this 

case, since there is a loss of money (Peirush 

Hamishnayos of the Rambam, Tosfos Yom Tov 

perek 24 Mishnah 1, quoted by Nahar Shalom OC 

266:9:5 reconciling Magein Avraham 266:11, 

Shulchon Aruch 266:11 with Mishna Brurah’s 

266:32). 

Getting back to our story, Yehoshua caught up 

with his father and brothers, just as they entered 

their home.   

Yehoshua apologized to his worried parents for 

returning so late. He explained to them, that he had 

played with the gorilla for a long time. He became 

so wiped out from not being in shape, that he fell 

asleep until right before Shabbos. Initially he had 

the gorilla carry the ball, warning it not to dribble. 

This was to prevent the ape from doing an akirah 

and hanachah, to avoid transgressing the Melachah 

of Mechameir.   

As in accordance with the Halachah, when 

Yehoshua got to the first yard that the expensive 

ball would be safe in, he took it from the ape while 

it was still walking. With his back to the house, he 

used his shoulder to toss the ball into the yard. 

Notably, a basketball hoop was present. As trained, 

the gorilla grabbed the rebound and shot the ball 

right through the hoop. This appeared to onlookers 

Yossi and Baruch, as if Yehoshua was playing ball 

on Shabbos.   

What is the best method of bringing the 
expensive object to a safe location on 

Shabbos? 
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